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R.A. — Righteous
Administrator? Ready for
Anything? Real Advice?

Stajf Writer

Resident Assistant.

It's time to start this

year out with a bang, and ASC
has planned just the thing to rev
your engine up for the new year.
Has your relationship with your
boyfriend/girlfriend lost its va va
voom? Have you and your
friends been so deprived of good
entertainment that you have
resorted to watching Jim Carey

Applications for all
those applying to be resident
assistants, house managers and
apartment managers have been
turned in. The nervous applicants
are awaiting group interviews
and role-playing situations in
which they are expected to suc
ceed.

Every aspect of the R.A.

Stole

application, interviewing and

Christmas"? Well. ASC is here

choosing process continues to be
painstakingly and carefully

in

the

"Grinch

Who

I s s u e 8 , Vo l . C X V i l
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to fix your dilemmas.
There's no better time

maneuvered. This decision deter

than January 19. 200\ to gel

mines the quality of a year of col

d o w n o n t h e d a n c e fl o o r w i t h

lege. This decision determines

your most happening self at 9:30
p.m. in the commons. Bring
your boyfriend, bring your girl

the fate of an entire floor, house,

friend. bring your friend, bring
yourself to the Eighties dance.
Come hear the sounds
that will have the house rockin',

or complex of students.
Big deal, one might say.
How hard could it be to plan
Roomies, decorate a hallway and
unlock a few doors every now
and then?

like "Girls Just Wanna Have

According to R.A.'s

Fun." "Do the Locomotion," and

Shanna Hazard (Willcuts Two),

many, many more. Come ready

Jared Meidal (Edwards One), and

to have a most bodacious time.

Sabrina Hamilton (Hobson

Put that extra make-up on, buy
that extra can of hairspray, pull
out those old MC hammer pants,

and get all dressed up for the
Eighties dance. Whether it's the
running man, skanking, moonwalking, or break-dancing, come

Three), the Job of an R.A. is both
difficult and rewarding.
3

"Being an RA requires a
heart that's willing to serve, hard
work, good time management
skills," says Hazard. "It also
takes continual prayer for

-

strength."
R.A.'s have to bring
floors together, make new stu
dents feel welcome, enforce
rules, and work with each other

to obtain a great dorm atmos
phere.
"A lot is determined by
the team concept," says Sharra
Durham. Dean of Students. "It is

important to find a good team fit
and to also spread around gifts
and strengths, as well as weak
nesses."

While working as a
team. Resident Assistants must

keep a firm grasp of school poli
cy and hold high expectations for
dorm

dwellers.

Hazard,

Hamilton, and Meidal have all
f o u n d t h a t o n e o f t h e m o s t d i f fi

cult aspects of being an R.A. concems acting as authority figures.
"It's important to get to

See RA, page 12

J-J Avery, a senior Writing/Literature major at George Fox
University, was killed in an automobile accident near Eugene.
Oregon on Wednesday, January 3, 2001. Specific details of the
accident have not become available at this time but apparently, J-J's
car slid on a patch of ice, sending the automobile into oncoming
traffic. Another young man was also killed in the crash, a high
school friend of J-J's who was not a student at George Fox.
Rememberances of J-J on the center spread, pages 6-7

Career Services offers information, advice for students
LIZ

BRUNO

Staff Writer

high on many To-Do-Lists at

tools and resources on all vari

George Fox. We want jobs and
professions. We want something
there are so many possibilities

eties of career information, help
students find grad schools and
internships, line students up
with employers, and

and opportunities to explore.

many other things.

to do with our lives; however,

and show off your moves. If all
else fails, swing your arms a lot,
and point.

The task of deciding

not only of information on all of
their services, but a place where
employers can post job opportu
nities. This provides a direct
connection between

''We don't students and poten-

dish out employ- "^"^p'oycrs.
Upcoming
fioor of/ ment. We help stuopportunities
Located

Speaking of cool, on
January 26, 2001, ASC has

what you want to do with your

planned an event that will make
you scream and holler. Get

rather than calling the Psychic

woodmar./deuts discovcr their skills

for George

Friends Network or waiting until

the

Fox students

you are a senior to explore your
options, it is important to seek
out Godly wisdom and counsel.

S e r v i c e s

The good news for Fox
students is that there is a program

dents

designed to assist students in

their

their search for jobs and carrers

vague or specific.
The staff truly desires

life can be overwhelming, but

ready to lose your voice at the

pep rally of the century for our
Bruin basketball players. So. let

me here you scream! Bruins,
Bruins, Bruins!
It ain't over yet. It's

time for all you closet N'Sync
and Brittany Spears fans to come
out of the closet. On February 2,
2001 in the commons, yours

Bonnie Jerke, Career
Services Director, is avail

truly. ASC will be having Lip
Sync. This is definitely for all of

able to help students

you who are vocally challenged

tunities and options
throughout the year.

and non-vocally challenged.

February 2, 2001, is your day to
shine. The time for this Lip Sync
is tentative, but you can be
assured that all of the upcoming
events that ASC has planned for

you will be tons of fun.

search out career oppor

What do college kids
want to do after they graduate?
Wo r k a t M c D o n a l d s ? L i v e i n v a n

down by the river?
These things are not

that match their skills and abili

on the second

Career

O f fi c e

if they utilize their
r e s o u r c e s .

is

Camping Day

with

Michael Hampton

questions about
futures,

Associate Director

for the students of Fox to use

help students in 3 main ways:
career education and training,
career guidance and counseling,
and employment resources.

what they have been given and to
build skills needed to find suit
able employment.

and Associate Director Michael

Hampton teach classes, host
workshops, set up job fairs, work
one-on-one with students, pro
viding them with assessment

Gil r i s 11 a n

open to stu

ties. Career Services works to

Director Bonnie Jerke

i n c l u d e

95

"We don't dish out

on January
24th. with vari

ous representa
tives

on

campus

with information, nel-

Tvork and job shadowing

George Fox alumni on February

22nd, Professional Preview Day.
The OLAPC Jobs Fair is April
4lh and 5th.

employment," said Hampton,

"We help students discover their
skills if they utilize their

Career Services helps
students think about and prepare
for the future in a variety of

resources."

ways. And as far as the future is

Their

website,

careers.georgefox.edu, contains

concerned, we could all use more

preparation.
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Campus Contemplations

Would you rather be able to fly or run
faster than sound and why?
I would rather be able to fly
faster than sound. Anything is
better while flying.
— Erin Paisley

that follows.

— Christine Hahn-Steichen
I would rather run faster than the

speed of sound. That sounds
w o u l d

have to say
' fl y, b e c a u s e
'you if you had
to go overseas, it
wouldn't be very
convenient to have to run over the
ocean. All the waves and storms and

sharks would make for a very interest
ing run.
— Collin Cambridge

The answer for me is clear and obvi

much better than Hying. Let me

ous. Flight has been the symbol of
freedom, speed, and the divine for
many cultures around the world.
That's probably because flight offers
you a completely new perspective on
the world, separating you from the

recapitulate, it sounds much bet
ter than my ideas of flying. First

scurry that goes on below. Also, I'm
afraid of heights and knowing I could
pull up from a fall would really boost
my confidence-level in some situa

gaining world records.
But don't get me wrong. I'm
not all about it merely for personal
glory. I just have found several faults
in your generic declaration of flying.

start hovering around. How embarass-

Suppose I chose flying. And you guys
gyped me and only allowed me to fly

I would rather fly, because my mind

at the speed of a garden slug (granted

running faster than sound. I don't even

garden slugs were allowed to fly).

want to think about how much damage

This would be useless.

I'd do to myself and everything around

tions.

1 would rather be able to fly because
then I wouldn't have to worry about
trying to catch a ride and I would be
able to save on travel costs.

— Tyler Delano-Johnson

Besides, it's not like you can
prove that you can run fasteir than
sound, or just enjoy your power by
yourself, without killing or maiming
anyone near you with the sonic boom

of all, I run track and so the

incorporation of the speed of
sound would greatly increase my
chances of winning races and/or

Student Snapshots

At least with running
at the speed of sound, I
know what I'm getting
into.

Except one thing:
How Jong do J get to run
af the speed of sound?
because if it's only for,
say 50 yards, and then I
explode, what good will

that do me? I could only
run at Tiny Tots Track
Vieets since they do not
have 25 yard dashes in

Rachel Grosenbach

James Eubank

Grosenbach thinks her favorite color is

probably peach and enjoys singing, reading,
traveling and taking lots of pictures, talking
walks and going to Bandon By-the-Sea.
A favorite quote is: "A handwritten,
personal letter has become a genuine modernday luxury, like a child's pony ride." ~ Shana
Alexander

A prayer from her heart to yours: "May

the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace
as you trust in Him. so that you may overflow

with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit." Romans 15; 13

ing, I suppose.

— James Eubank

and reflexes are far too slow to handle

m e .

— Nancy Allen
I would rather fly because then I could
dunk over Brett Yeager!!
— Zach Bascom

1 would rather fly, because 1 always
had the most amazing dreams of flying
when 1 was a little girl, and I always
wanted to feel the feeling of freedom
and peace. It was so quiet and amaz
ing, and the sky was this brilliant blue,
and the clouds were white and cold.

college competitions.
And another thing: Do I

And 1 had absolutely nothing to worry

Communications and Media Broadcast

lave to eat anything

major from Astoria, Oregon, only received

special to get to the

worry me, and nothing weighing me
down. That was so perfect.

one scholarship for college — from the

speed of sound.

— Gillian Gould

Rachel Grosenbach is a junior music

and Christian ministries interdisciplinary major
from Grants Pass, OR (Go Knights!!!).

ing would that be? Plenty embarass-

James Eubank, a sophomore

Astoria Clown Society.
Eubank thinks college should have
recess. He also proposes that students

"should be given free piano or guitar lessons

instead of computers. 1 have beaten my
computer and it was a bad idea. Now, if I
had a piano or guitar teacher, 1 would be less
likely to beat them and shake loose their
processor (rupture their innards)."

While at Fox, Eubank spends time

running track and cross counliy. although he
also enjoys surfing and bodyboarding. His
favorite quote is 'Tm the Rocketeer." "The
Rock-a-who?"

Remember "The
lash"? He had to carbo
oad before he could

solve or foil any crimes.

Heckdarn, Superman
idn't have to do that

AND he could fly. But

about, because there was no one to

1 d rather have the ability to research,
write, and rewrite a paper in a day and

still get an A. Now that's a super
p o w e r.

— Mike Mcgeehon

he had super strength. I would much rather be able to fly

And 1 don't. Yet.

So any flying ability because if I was able to run faster than

would only cause me

sound, I just KNOW I would run into

in class and the teacher's
telling us to sit still and I

myself! That's just the way it goes for

trouble. Say I'm sitting something really really hard and hurt
me most of the time.
— Ali Butler
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consortium students return for Spring semester
Fox Students who spent the fall semester at a variety of schools around
the United States return with stories about their experiences.

fIyouae
r niete
rsetdnI appynligofrConn
rsio
iitrat
one of the several Christian colleges involved,

contact the Registrar's Office; You are required to

nve a 3.0 GPA, a sophomore standing or above, gdod
standing with Student Life, one faculty letter of rec
ommendation, and an application for permission to

leave GFU. If you are approved, you then apply to
the particular school or program you are interested in.

and send the school your transcript. Applications for

Spring 2002 are due Monday, March 12.- Sto by the

Registrars Office and ask Cindy about the details or
telephone ext. 2217. xj

S t u d e n t s o n Consortium Fall Semester
Adrienne Dorsey
Westmont College

Monica Hill

Marci Shires

Gordon College

Gordon College

Santa Barbara, CA

Wenham, MA

We n h a m , M A

Karen Glover

Westmont College

Bradley Johnson
Gordon College

Sarah Taylor
Gordon College

Santa Barbara, CA

Wenham, MA

Wenham, MA

Semester to remember at Westmont College
ADRIENNE

Consortium Opportunities

DORSEY

Contrihuting Writer

The following are a list of the schools students may

opposites in many respects, 1
soon found myself forming a
close friendship with Brandi. We
shared similar experiences as

two days after the wedding, leav

Consortium students, from the

gossip to talk about the girt who
eloped on the beach last week
end, and Brandi seemed to enjoy
the attention and generally sup

bittersweet joy of making new

attend through this program

pals that we would have to leave
behind in three months, to being

Asbury College, Wilmore, Kentucky

in

a

whole

Bethel College, St. Paul, Minnesota
Gordon College, Wenham, Massachusetts

Seattle Pacific University, Seattle, Washington

Taylor University, Upland, Indiana
Trinity College, Deerfield, Illinois
Westmont College, Santa Barbara, California

Wlieaton College, Wheaton, Illinois

Academic, spiritual challenge
r. t . O V E R

Contrihuting Writer

another Christian college and to
meet new people. 1 had wanted
to go to Westmont as a freshman;
however it was too expensive. It
was great to be able to experience
go there for a semester.
The college was in the
most beautiful area, right near the
beach. The school was very aca
demically challenging, which

Junior

I went to Westmont

college in Santa Barbara

Brandi

soon be over when Brandi went

home for Thanksgiving and told
her family. When she came back

was

back

home

in

Massachusetts, without telling
her family or friends. 1 was the

t o We s t m o n t , s h e s e e m e d t o

only person entnisted with this

understand that her impulsive
ness in getting married may have

confidential information, and 1

been a disastrous mistake. Now

picture of my roommate and I on
the day that she eloped. She is

became an all-purpose maid of
honor/best man/ring bearer/pho

she was considering getting her

wearing the $36.66 white dress
(complete with a small train) that

tographer. I struggled with
whether 1 should partici

we found on the sale rack at

Macy's, and we are in front of the

pate in my roommate's
elopement, but in the

Four Seasons Biltmore. No, this

end,

is not a made-up story, but a true
one that happened while 1 was on

Brandi

Consortium.

support than ever.

When

1

went

to

Westmont College last semester.

more

I

Her

decision

was

swayed by her hus
band a few days

decided

later, and she

needed

decided to honor

love

T

marriage annulled, even calling
a lawyer for legal advice.

and

h

—'

jher marriage.

The

day

V Brandi

e

Westmont

ceremony was

that
left
for

I didn't know that it would

performed by a'

involve being the only guest at a
secret wedding on the beach. I

female minister

figured I would lake some chal
lenging literature courses, have a

the Internet, only adding to the
craziness of the situation. The

good, her mar
riage was still
up in the air.
She finally convinced her hus
band thai they needed marriage

fun art class, make a few new

setting was palm tree-lined
Butterfly Beach, directly across

counseling, but 1 have yet to hear
if they actually did get help.

friends, and bask in the sunshine

that we found on

of Southern California. I guess
God had one more experience in

est hotel in the ritziest area of

mind for me.

Santa Barbara. Monlecito. It was

While my situation may
resemble a soap opera plot, it is
also a story of how God worked

a surreal experience to see my 21
year-old roommate getting mar

been memorable even if my
roommate hadn't eloped. It was
a time that God gave me to look
at my life outside of George Fox,

ried, but the reality of what she

observe what decisions 1 made

through this to teach me a few
things.
Even though we were

did soon sunk in.

while I was miles from home,

from the Four Seasons, the ritzi

Her

new

husband

returned home to Massachusetts

Consortium would have

and define who' 1 am as an indi
vidual.

Opportunity for refreshment, renewal away from Fox
BETH

TEMPLETON

News Editor

Sometimes we all need

ness courses at Gordon and one

a change of pace, a change of

dance class for fun. Although the
business department is not as

scenery, an opportunity to be on
our own, away from the daily
routines. Marci Shires, a Junior
and business administration

taught me to rely on God for wis

ytirpii Glover

portive remarks made by students
and even professors.
The honeymoon would

Junior
On my desk I have a

Greenville College, Greenville, Illinois

Messiah College, Grantham, Pennsylvania

October.

Westmont. It soon became hoi

decided to marry her boyfriend
who

Adrienne Dorsev

Malone College, Canton, Ohio

universe

home.
In

Houghton College, Houghton, New York

new

(Southern California) far from

ing behind his new'bride to spill
her secret to the entire campus of

dom and strength. The majority
of the classes I took were busi

major, decided that it was time
for a change. With this in mind,
she enrolled at Gordon College

ness related.

near Boston,Massachusetts.

well-developed at Gordon, she
enjoyed the classes.
"There are some great
professors at Gordon," says
Shires. "But 1 missed my profes
sors here at Fox."

Away from Fox and in a

1 had a wonderful expe
rience and made some good
friends as well. I'm thankful 1

"I was burned out here

new environment. Shires was

at Fox." she says. "I wanted to

was given the oppoilunity to go

East Coast before and wanted a

able to gel focused.
"I was on my own an in
a new place," she says. "It gave
me a time to refocus myself. 1
had some interesting experiences

get away. 1 had never been to the

and encourage others to take

advantage of this great opportu
nity.

new experience. Gordon is beau
Marci Shires

Junior

tiful and 1 had a wondeiful time."
Shires enrolled in busi

and learned a lot."

I s s u e 8 Vo l . C X V fl
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Don't desert Tom Hanks' 'Cast Away
PA N

WII.MS;

A&E Editor

When Tom Hanks comes out with

a new movie, there is Oscar talk before

anyone ever sees it. This was again the

case for the movie "Cast Away," the lat
est offering from Hanks and director

Robert Zemeckis, who had teamed up on
"Forrest Gump." Their new film was
destined to be a hit before it even came to

theaters, but is this movie Oscar quality?
T h e fi l m i s a b o u t a m a n w h o

works for FedEx, and has to fly around

the world to help get foreign FedEx com
panies up and running. On the way to
one of his destinations, his plane crashes thriller from start to finish? No, it is not,
in the Pacific Ocean, and he is washed
ashore to a deserted island.
The bulk of the movie focuses on

Was this a good premise for a
but it does have its moments. However, movie? Yes, it was. Did Tom Hanks do
it can also be very slow moving and has a convincing job with his character?

Yes, he did. Is this movie worth seeing

scenes that some would consider dull.

If you enjoy hearing people talk a once? Yes, it is. Could it have been bet

his life on the island and the trials he

must face in order to survive, and con

lot in movies, this is not a movie for you.

ter? It could have been much better, but

cludes with the trials he faces on his

There is close to an hour of screen time

Tom Hanks is good, and he did what he

return home, after being rescued.

that goes by with hardly any dialogue does best. He makes great movies.

I give this movie a solid B.

Is this movie an action-packed w h a t s o e v e r.

L

e

t

C

h

a

t

Has pop music seen its best days?
DAN

WILLIS

comes on the radio, I always sing right was with New Kids on the Block. I was

along with it. These bands keep coming
Over the last few years, groups out with albums, and they keep selling
such as Backstreet Boys, N'sync, 98 well. Most of the songs sound exactly
Degrees, Britney Spears, and other happy the same, but I guess that the one song
smiley pop groups have dominated the they all sound like is really good.
music charts. Every type of music gets
Whatever happened to the good
its day in the sunshine and then disap old days where a group would come out
with an album and they would have one
pears for a long time.
Has teeny-bopper pop music run good song, and be really big, but their
its course? Is it time for the boy bands to next album would be a flop? I miss

never really into them, so I don't quite
remember how long they lasted, but like
everyone else on earth, I was really into

groups like Blues Traveler, Seven Mary

bands and the pop music genre in gener
al is that it wil last at least one more year
before dying out. It could go on even

A&E Editor

go away for awhile? If it is time for a

change, what can we expect to be the Three, the Cranberries, and Hootie and
next big music craze?
the Blowfish. Everybody still likes
Now as far as I know, there are two- Hootie and the Blowfish. It is just that

types of people in America. There are
those who love groups like Backstreet
Boys and Britney Spears, and those who
hate them all but know eveiy word to
every one of their songs. Now, I am one
of those people who really does not like
boy bands, but if one of their songs

Color Me Badd. Now those guys had tal

ent. But they, too, died out along with

New Kids. It seems like these boy band
surges are like contractions. Each one

lasts a little bit longer, and each one is a
bit more painful.

My prediction for today's boy

longer. We can only hope. If it is going

nobody buys their albums or plays their to last that long, we should all learn to
songs on the radio anymore. I am just love It, and maybe even jump on the boy
fine with that. Isn't that enough for bands band bandwagon.

these days to just be liked, and not have
to sell albums all the time?

I am going to start a boy band of

my own. Keep you eyes peeled for the

It seems like every ten years or so, new music sensation After School

there is a boy band surge. The last surge

bpecial.

Artists Among Us'' Exhibit
Continuing through Tuesday, Feb. 6
An exhibit of artwork by George Fox employees and their
spouses. A wide range of media will be shown.

Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays
No admission charge

Lindgren Gallery on George Fox's Newberg campus.

—SAe. mine Akin--

Poetry and Prose from tho ocu

Contact Sandy at ext 3708 « community

The Wineskin will be acInUn ®

February. Requirements am through

January^i'K'
Issue }§' Vol. CxVn

JANUARY

19,

2001

PA G E S

A&E

Year 2 000 Top Ten Lists
^^^^^ard_To^Ten Alhi.in^

Billboard Top Ten Singles

1 • N Sync: "No Strings

1. "Breathe

Attached"

2. Santana: "Supernatural"

2. "Smooth

1. "The Green Mile"
Faith Hill
Santana

2. "The Sixth Sense"

3. "Deuce Bigalow:

Featuring Rob Thomas

3. Eminem: "The Marshall

3. "Maria Maria" — Santana

Mathers LP"

Male Gigolo"
4. "The Whole Nine

Featuring The Product G&B

4. Britney Spears: "Oops!...I

4. "I Wanna Know" — Joe

Did It Again"
5. Dr. Dre: "Chronic 2001"

5. "Everything You Want" —
Ve r t i c a l H o r i z o n

6. Creed: "Human Clay"

6. "Say My Name" — Destiny's

7. Celine Dion: "All The

Child

Way...A Decade Of Song"
8. Christina Aguilera:

7 . " I K n e w I L o v e d Yo u " -

Savage Garden

"Christina Aguilera"

8. "Amazed" — Ldnestar

9. Backstreet Boys:

9. "Bent" — Matchbox Twenty
10. "He Wasn't Man Enough"

"Millennium"
10. DMX: "...And Then There
Was

9 9

Top Ten Movie Rentals

Yards"

5 . " T h e Ta l e n t e d M r .

Ripley"
6. "The Thomas Crown
Affair"

7. "Double Jeopardy"
8. "End Of Days"
9. "Erin Brockovich"
10. "The Hurricane"

— To n i B r a x t o n

X"
from iLS.inidb.com

from hillhoard.com

from billhoard.com

Top Ten At The Box Office
1 . " D r. S e u s s ' H o w T h e

(503) 554-5555
Weleomg to our b(zautijul State-oLthii-flrt Ofliciz.

Grinch Stole Christmas"

2. "Mission: Impossible 2"

♦Computer Assisted Vision Testing

3. "Gladiator"

♦Laser Pre & Post Operative exams

4. "The Perfect Storm"

♦Contact Lens Specialists (Bifocal, Colored &
Astigmatism lenses)
♦Glaucoma Detection & Testing

♦Eye Exam Appointments Available

immediately (open evenings & Saturdays)

Our Service is Fast and Your Satisraction Is Guaranteed
At Today's lesion Centers we provide

our patients with complete optical and
contact lens ser\aces.

We have hundreds of Designer Frames
available at compeUtivc prices:
♦ Calvin Klein

♦ Georgio Armani

Clear Vision Begins with Healthy Eyes

5. "Meet The Parents"
6. "X-Men"

7. "Scary Movie"
8. "What Lies Beneath"

9. "Cast Away"
10. "What Women Want"

Dr. Marin is a Therapeutically

Board Certified Optometrist able to
treat various eye diseases. He has

from the-movie-tlmes.com

dedicated his professional career to

providing you with the best tliat
Vision care has to offer.

♦ DKNY
♦ Nautica
♦ Gucci

♦ Tomins Hillfigcr

N .

Ei^CIAL STUDENT & FACULTY DISCOUNTS
♦ 50% OFF EYE EXAM

♦ 20% OFF FRAMES
m rV 1 BOX OF CONTACTS GET 2ND 50% OFF
VISION SCREENINGS
^ rnFF
freeCHILDREN
pair of contacts
with a cls exam
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James-John Wilson Avery Fe
Memories and

J-,J hams it up for the camera as he prepares
to depart on a Juniors Abroad trip to New

J-.I and the guvs pose lor a guys-and-their-cars picture in the Pennington parking

Zealand.

lot at the end of freslimaii year.

pholo courtesy of Brad Johnson

J-J possessed an innate ability to con
nect with people. Wliether he was cracking a
joke, flashing his famous smile or question
ing every little detail of life, he was someone
you enjoyed having around because he made
you laugh and think at the same time.
Scott Wade

J-J clearly
cared deeply
about his

friends

J-J was

definitely
a vessel

for God.
My last memory of J-.J is one I will never forget and one that continues to comfort
me during this time, knowing, perhaps, his time on this earth was finished, his pur
pose was served.... This was it: it was our last small group meeting and whoever want
ed to shared their experience with their small groups up to then. J-J was one of the
people who shared. He was so thankful for the guys in his group, and thought of them
so well. He was also blessed so much by the breakthrough and opening of hearts that
occurred that last time they met. J-J was definitely a vessel for God and he enabled
countless people to return to God. J-J was a great friend to many and as has been
said, an instrument of the Creator. I want those especially close to him to know that
we are all praying for them and though they do not know them, there are people thou
sands of miles away praying for them as well. I will greatly miss J-J, his face, his smell,
his jokes, that smile, his presence — but I feel assured that, though the event still
seems like a dream I will awaken from, he is in a better place where there is no suf-fering, and there is nothing to woriy about, and eveiything is absolutely perfect and
in harmony. It is encouraging to know that one day we too will be able to experience
the place J-J is in right now.

We
J-J and Brad Johnson reveal their friendship

truly

and their fashion sense.

you,

Deanna Cintas

J-J was real. He was striving to be

Uinst-hke in all areas of his life. He made
everyone feel at ease around him. He

influenced people. I appreciate the

unique individual God created in J-J

J-J was one of
few students

Aveiy.
M a r k P o t h o ff

who didn't

really care
about the

grade.

J-J would have

loved seeing a sec
.I-J's dog, Mattic.

tion dedicated to
him.

January 19. 2001
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MEMORIAL

uary 4, 1979-January 3, 2001
'Ond Farewells
J-J loved to

argue and
debate.

J-J in the hallway of his freshman dorm
noon

J-J lived toJ.earn
the truth and

learn it for him

self, after count
less questions

J-J's love for life was clear in his passion for great
ideas and for the words that make them. He was

entranced and, I think, delighted by the vital power of

language — sometimes by the words on the printed
page, and sometimes by his own. I'll never forget the

J-J was an

look that would cross his face when he was coming to

instrument

the edge of a new concept.
Bill Jolliff

of the
C r e a t o r.

and studying.
The truth was a

passion and a
part of him.

It was exciting to have J-J in class
again this fall, and to see what an excellent
literary learner he had become, often

speaking in class with humility and insight.
He also clearly cared deeply about his

friends, and I was touched when he asked

me to pray for three of them who were
struggling. In an essay he wrote for a class
this fall, J-J described a character in a

story as follows:
"He displays a character mature in
his devotion to the memory of his lost
friend. He has learned to deal with grief
and found the meaning offriendship. He
puts his trust in heaven and continues his
devotion." May we honor J-J's memory by
doing the same.
Colleen Richmond

l_

-—

7

«

rioriii

room

The wall of J-''» "
the bulletin board-

sliow-s

l,„vv
important people were to him. Pictures completely cove
ii" i

lixcepl where noted, photos are
from J-J's own collection.
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OPINION

Eminem: How the media made his success
SERENA

BRUMIINH

Sports Editor

Before any further reading is
done, let it be known this is not an article

about the rightness or wrongness of
Eminem and his lyrics. It is simply an arti
cle discussing how, in my opinion, the
media is responsible for his success.

Put the name Eminem together
with the word controversy and listen to the

I'm thinking the latter makes a
better story for magazines, newspapers,

the type of havocl

radio shows, and then some, and Eminem

among youth, thel

Slim was causiiigl

just happened to be boarding at the right
train station at the right departure time.
Here's a question: How many

media was successfull

people listen to satanic music? How many
people know who Marilyn Manson is?
Who knows anything about Cuban gov

nation.
I
This type of

ernment?

nections. First of all,

Who

knows

who

Elian

in capturing thel
attention of the|

exposure is by con

Gonzales is?

a huge social expo

Controversy catches the attention
of those who normally are uninterested
and plugs them into the social issue with

sure for Eminem was

considered "arguably

Slim Shady, represents everything that is
immoral and wrong. He has not stepped,

everyone else. In this example, people
who could care less about what goes on in
Cuba have an opinion over where Elian
should have been placed. All someone has

not stomped, but rather obliterated the toes

to do is take an issue where two sides are

represented, advertise the heck out of it,
and Americans become a part of that con

ing on Eminem as his
protege, practically
anyone who accepted

troversy, whether they relate to the subject

Dre would have to

or not.

accept Eminem, and

non-stop blingbling. In other words, for

those ol you who find you lack the rap/hip-

hop vocabulary. 26-year-old Marshall
Mathers 111 is a moneymaker.
To most people, Mathers, a.k.a.

of critics, parents, anti-defamation groups,
and several celebrities, none to his
remorse.

The rapper refers to explicit acts

of sex, rape, murder, homophobia, misog

To connect the public to these

yny, and drug abuse, just to name a few, in
his recently released albums. His shadow,

unreachable issues, the nation relies on the

controversy, has embraced the critics with
open arms, only, in fact, to give them the

and especially celebrity lifestyles. In a

bird.

How has one person, especially a
person that raises such censure and anger
in so many people, been given the capabil
ity to maintain such a powerful and intense
stronghold on American culture? If, some
how. we all have the potential to affect the
lives of others out there, why Eminem?
What makes him so great?
Could it be because he's the first

really successful white rapper, or because

media, which thrives off of current issues

way, entertainers of all sorts serve the pub
lic — they have to keep the population
interested. If no one was watching their
rhovies or listening to their music, their
careers would be in jeopardy, their luxuri
ous lifestyle would not exist, and their
lifestyle appeal would be no more attrac
tive to us than Jane Brown's next door.

Therefore, it seems as though the
media's sole job is to jump on a lead and
run with it. So when baby-faced Marshall
Mathers's bite took to the mike, what bet

recognized him as a great opportunity to
unleash an explosive, heated debate

ter opportunity than to snag this 24-yearold, white, hard-core rapper whom some
people hated as strongly as others loved,
and make a celebrity out of him? This is

throughout the nation over the right of
freedom of speech versus the obligation of

exactly what happened. In publicizing
newcomer Eminem to the rap scene and

society to present positive role models?

emphasizing in overwhelming amounts

he grew up in the poverty-stricken ghettos
of Detroit? Or could it be that the media

Dr.

Dre,

whom

George Magazine
the

world's

so it worked.

By the radio
continuing to play
Eminem's songs,
popularity only rose. Station countdowns
repeatedly received the same requests for
Eminem's latest single. Television sta
tions such as MTV and BET {Black

Entertainment Television) have non-stop
requests to play the videos (edited, of
course) and have had to eventually "retire"
certain videos after they appeared a con
secutive number of times on the count

down programs. Along with television,
magazines have littered the stands with
photos and articles on the anger-driven
rapper and the issues of controversy that
continually rain over his head.
Another huge contributor to the
exposure and release of artists for the age
group Eminem is targeting is MTV. Music
television came to be in 1980. which com
bined the best of both worlds for

What really matters in life?
According to the Bible and life experience — love
by the people because of his

W e a r e s o s e l fi s h w i t h o u r t i m e

actions or success. He walked

and seek to be as productive as

When it comes down to

through each day. loving the
unlovable and preaching love

it. what really matters? Wd spend
our days striving to be first, rec

through his actions.
Often times. I get so

ognized, and applauded for our
efforts, and yet. in the grand
scheme of things, in eternity,
none of those things will matter.

caught up in my own life and my
own concerns that 1 shut my eyes
to the concerns of the people
around me. Our society today is
so very selfish. It is as if we have
omitted "your neighbor" from
Matthew 22:37 and simply cho
sen to read "Love yourself."
Love requires sacrifice.
Jesus gave his life in love. Can I
not give my time? There are so

possible with each day so that we
can do better in our classes, get a
better GPA, and one day have a
lucrative job.
However, how many
times have you set your own

BETH

TEMPLETON

News Editor

It won't matter that 1

spent so many hours studying
one night or that 1 got a high
GPA. Although it is important to
study and work hard, success
should not be our priority goal.
S u c c e s s s h o u l d n o t b e t h e fi r e
that drives our actions. We

should be driven by love.
In Matthew 22:37-39.

Jesus says, "Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your
mind. This is the first and great

many "things" we do each day.
but how many of them have eter

most

influential rap pro
ducer." By Dre tak

agenda aside and taken the time
to make someone's day, to sim
ply show them the love that Jesus
commands us to give?
Our time is so very pre

cious. In the scheme of eternity,
what really matters is not how
many honors you receive or how
successful you are in the world's
eyes. Relationships are what

teenagers. With televisions as numerous
as three to a house, many in children's
rooms, the twenty-year-old station has

practically taken on job as the third and
most influential parent.

Publicity doesn't have to be good

to be good media. As Mathers himself
stated on his Eminem World website,

"Right now I'm considering any media
good media."
The controversy over Eminem
and his lyrics has only heightened people's
knowledge of the rapper and made the typ
ical Billy Joel and Mariah Carey listener
stop to see what the fuss is about. When
authorities, parents, and other societal
organizations, object and shake their fin
ger at someone, odds are they are going to
call even more attention to the subject mat
t e r.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Excuse for day off or holiday observance?
S A R A H E . D O R S F. Y

Editor-in-Chief

need a break.

This past Monday 1
slept in until almost noon,
watched some movies, visited

friends and my sister came to

visit. Skipping class? Nope, !
was observing a holiday.

Apparently a few years
ago, the University decided that
Martin Luther King, Jr. con

tributed so much to society that
we should have a day off in
observance of him — just like the
rest of the country. I have
absolutely no problem with that.
However. I do take issue
with the fact that we celebrate

s p e c i fi e d " M i d - S e m e s t e r

Holiday" in October that has

nothing to do with anything
except giving students, faculty,
staff and administration a break.

There has been no ques
tion of why we don't celebrate

Labor Day or Veteran's Day. In
my opinion, both of these other
holidays are significant.

Celebrating Labor Day

(as most everywhere else in the

People are not remem
bered for their GPA or their mon

days off for in grade school and

a church in California, de.scribed

etary success. People are

things of eternal value as those
things that won't burn. When the
day in done and we lay our head
to the pillow, what have we done
or accomplished that has

remembered for the way they

high school (with the exception
of Thanksgiving and Christmas,

tall in the spring. Why can't we
keep the continuity between

loved, for the way they set time

of course). We don't observe

semesters and simply have a

brate spring semester?

nal value?

Jack Haford. a pastor of

God. That is his desire for his
children.

more important?

life demonstrating it. He worked

rewards. When we take the time

be an example and keep an eter

hard out of love. He was not

to invest our lives into the lives

driven by the need to be accepted

of others, we are blessing God.

nal perspective. What really
matters? Love, simply love.

jianuary"

fall semester schedule, there is a

country does) would give stu

Heavenly rewards?
Love has lasting

ond is like it: 'Love your neigh
bor as yourself.'"
Love was so important
to Jesus that he spent his entire

Why does it have to be

either of these? If you look at the

this holiday, but not any other
recognized holidays that we got

m a t t e r. L o v e i s w h a t m a t t e r s .

Labor Day, Veteran's Day, or
President's Day. What make^he
day we do celebrate so much

est commandment. And the sec

because it is closer to the middle
of the semester when students

aside to make someone's day.
That is success in the eyes of

We as Christians must

A form of this question
has been recently discussed on
Foxmail, but the debate seemed
to focus on why we didn't cele
brate President's Day instead

dents a day off at exactly the

same time MLK Jr. Day seems to

Mid-Semester Holiday" in
February and forego the whole
debate of which holiday to cele
In my humble opinion

having two "Mid-Semester" holi

days would eliminate the entire

debate of which holiday is more
important by giving every holi
day equal importance. '

^^^^^jgjggpglaLDAY. JANUARY l» .nni
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Theological questions about the

President

Happy New role of women in leadership
Ye
a
r
!
!
BRIAIVDIJRICK

.TOSH LIVINGSTON

wi

I

,h

tinue in faith, love and holiness,
"Wives, submit to your

own husbands, as to the Lord. For

ASC President

dose

(NKJV)

Contributing Writer

lo

a

t me New Y """S holiday of all

rdifferent r"" ' 'r"

Arbor n!v I T
natu
r l l K ' date
' ^ ' =on^the
" ^ cal
6 endar
i t ... that
i s wea
natural
ly occumng

Tvnf
^ made-up
holiday
has
evol
ved7f
from
a simple, changi
ng of thethat
calendar
to
bXTRAVAGANZA OF FUNNESS!!!

Think about it: every year, we all face a certain

pressure in the "Disappointment of Christmas"

aftermath if we don't have "Big Plans" made for

the Big Night (author's note: disappointment of
Christmas begins roughly at 12 or when you stop
believing in Santa - whichever came first for you).
In a race to avoid being labeled a dork, we try to
find friends who are also frantically trying to be
cool, and say, "Hey, we should do something
together on New Years!" The statement comes as

a huge relief because now the night becomes a
shared burden.

Most often, the activity you choose for the
evening is something that you would never do in
your right mind (here, 1 am thinking of the New
Years I spent at Upfront with some drunk high
school friends). But you do it anyway, becau.se
you're supposed to be having the time of your life,
even if it's far from that. Or if you don't do some
thing crazy and exciting, you make it sound like
whatever you were doing was the funnest thing
possible. It's kinda like watching MTV's Spring
Break at home in your pajamas while eating a tub

of raw cookie dough, but then telling your friends
that spring break was "sooo much fun!!"
A few times, you actually do something that

Today, one of more con
troversial topics in the New
Testament theology is the issue of
women in leadership, both in the
family and the church. On one
side we have many feminists (in
the traditional sense) who quote
such verses as Gal. 3:28
"There is neither Jew nor

Greek, there is neither slave nor
free, there is neither male nor

female; for you are all one in
Christ Jesus."

the husband is head of the wife, as

also Christ is head of the church;
and He is the Savior of the body."
Similar passages can be
found in Col. 3:18; I Co. 11:3-16;

Tit. 2:4; I Pe. 3:1. I see no good
r e a s o n f o r m e n t o b e t h e fi n a l

authority in the home. Why
should

we suppose

that the man is going
to make wiser deci
sions

than

that women shouldn't teach or

have authority in the church.
Some of the passages sup
porting this view are I Co.
14:34,35,

"Let your women keep
silent in the churches, for they are
not permitted to
speak; but they are

nist's case con

as the law also

the

to be a purely arbi

says. And if they

believe in the

something, let

natural leader in

specific passages in the Bible, the

some families, in

common sense view (at least

w o m e n .

others the woman

However, the heart of the

today) that women are just as
capable leaders, speakers, teach
ers, or moral agents as men, and so
there is no need for them to be

"sheltered" or "protected" by men.
In fact, many feminists
would say that the contrary view is
discriminatory towards women.
They claim that it belittles women
by claiming that they are not able

family. While the
man will be a more

home; for it is
shameful

for

"And I do not permit a

However, as both members of a

women to teach or to have author

marriage should be mature, inde
pendent adults, it is not clear that

silence."

ity over a man, but to be in

either one of them should "sub

We could add to this list

the various passages referring to

m i t " t o t h e o t h e r.
An

even

more

serious

women as "the weaker vessel,"

and

their

own husbands at

I Tim. 2:12

more natural leadership ability.

agents.

attitude

ask

learn

church."

to be effective leaders or moral

This is supposed to create

to

women to speak in

will be the one with

problem is the attitude that women
are in some ways inferior to men.
Thus we have I Pe. 3:7 referring to

an kind of "Uncle Tom"

want

them

equality of
opportunity for

feminist's case is, aside from any

to be submissive,

vincing, so I

This seems

trary way to run a

A third problem that I find
in the NT epistles are the claims

I fi n d t h e f e m i

woman?

They use this verse to sup
port the view that we are all equal
in Christ and, being equal, women
should have equal opportunity.

with self-control."

bishops and deacons being "hus
bands" of one wife, implying that
church leaders should be male.

Again, there seems to be no good
reason to suppose that women are
not just as capable as men to be

and I Co. 11:7-I2 saying,
"For a man indeed ought

strong spiritual leaders in the

not to cover his head, since he

church.

was fun and that leaves you with a memory (now,

demeans women

is the image and glory of

I am thinking of a beach party in high school or
Y2K at Pioneer Square in Portland). You see, these
weren't fun because they were all-out parties; they

by not allowing

God; but woman is the

ed a strong Biblical case for the

glory of man. For man is

them to be self-

I think 1 have demonstrat

were fun nights because I spent them with good
friends who would have enjoyed the night regard

independent

w o m a n ,

subjugation of women, something
I regard as wrong, if not immoral.
In fact, I would say that the Bible

h

b

t

is clearer about this issue than it is

less of what we did.

beings.

n

about homosexuality.

I'm probably not going to reminisce with my
friend Ben about New Years 1999 we spent at

Upfront (Ben was pretty drunk and doesn t remember much of it anyways), but I am going to joke

with Demetri about this past New Years when we

dumped approximately 50 metric tons (i.e. a hecto
liter) of sparkley confetti onto Shara Denniston and
Jen Englizian.

Now's when I get to my point: this Hobday

season has been a time of great loss for our com

munity. J.J.s' death came as a shock. He and

weren't close friends by any means, but I ha,
known him since we were freshmen. The new,

shTkme.andasIcombedthroughmymenror.es
ofTj 1 kept thinking. "What .f .t were ?
sobering (ex p

s h a p e ' h e Ye a r s 1 9 9 9 w a s t h e

person. ' had , guarantee things would

s u f fi c i e n t

u

m

a

n

fi n d

the

feminist's
a

from

w

I

c

not

s

u
o

m

from
Nor

a

man.

H o w e v e r, 1 k n o w t h a t

man

many members of the Fox com
munity would reject the more con
servative view I have presented as

was

created

e

t

for

h

e

convinc

being wrong. I am curious how
(and why) they are able to do this,

ing, so I
b e l i e v e

especially without rejecting the

in

Christian tradition.

the

equality of
both being
and opportu
nity for women.
However, I am not

convinced by the Christian femi
nists who claim that the Bible sup
ports my positiop. I find no easy
way to harmonize, the New
Te s t a m e n t ' s v i e w o f w o m e n w i t h

woman,
but
woman for the
man. For this rea

son the woman ought
to have a symbol of authority on
her head, because of the angels."
The author of I Ti. gives a

I find this especially inter
esting in light of the prior discus
sion of homosexuality, where
some admitted they could give no
reasons outside of revelation to

support their view of homosexual

ity as wrong, yet thought that the

reason for this kind of an attitude.

Christian tradition necessitated
this view. I wonder if the Biblical

In 1 Ti. 2:11-15 he says,

(and agreeable to Christian tradi

r re^d^erent and

traditional feminism.
1 think that verses such as

silence with all submission. And I

rutdfofha^Tet^matempttodancewth
i one

tion) view as I have presented it
falls in the same category.

Gal. 3:28 are the exception, rather
than the rule. In fact, both of its

do not permit a woman to teach or
to have authority over a man, but

know there are many who agree

The way we spend ^
about what we value^ ^tyle

parallel verses (Col. 3:11, 1 Co.

to be in silence. For Adam was

with what I have presented as the

12:13) include race and class, but
not gender.
it is also relatively com
mon in the epistles to find pas

formed first, then Eve. And Adam

Biblical view of women. I would

was not deceived, but the woman

like to know how they defend
themselves against the charges of

sion. Neverthele.ss she will be

discrimination and sexism implic

sages such as Eph. 5:22,23

saved in childbearing if they con

it in my position.

of the bouncers. years can say a lot

friends or or d y ^ p,„p|e/party you
with whatever fiasny h
c a nfi nndn? u . '

2001

v v a sS your last day. what

If December 31, ^ ,-jails'^

would be your New Yeats pla.

"Let a woman learn in

being deceived, fell into transgres

One the other hand, I also

W T
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Flyin' Bryan takes his game to the court
in a win against the team Basketball Award for
which had defeated the commitment, hard work

Bruins l-)y 39 points. and academics. Wadlow
Facing Whitworth, has taken that same work
Wadlow provided 11 ethic with him to
points on 5 of 6 shooting, Newberg.

and helped the Bruins to Injuries have
turn a 23-point first-half forced first-year head
deficit into a two-point coach Mark Sundquist to
often play Wadlow as the
F i l l i n g i n f o r sole post along with four

road victory.

injured posts Andrew
Coleman

and

Aaron

Milner, as of Jan. 15,
Wa d l o w h a s s t a r t e d a l l

guards, leaving him with
the unenviable responsi

bility of guarding the
opponents' biggest and

but two of George Fox's s t r o n g e s t p l a y e r s .
Wadlow has been equal
12 games.
"I get frustrated to the task, however.
for the people who can't "My confidence has gone
play but I've appreciated up playing under an

being able to get minutes encouraging coach," says

photo by Collin Cambridge

Freshman Brian Wadlow drives the bail toward the center of the court in a recent

Bruin basketball game. As a freshman, Wadlow has seen significant playing time
due to injuries of teammates.
30HN

er wearing number 43

FEUTON

and a sizable Afro.

Staff Writer

With

On Jan. 6, in
Spokane, WA, the local

his

third

game seoring in double
fi g u r e s , p o s t B r y a n

as a freshman," says Wadlow.
Wa d l o w.
"Bryan is a very
Borrowing some athletic, smart player,"
height from his distant s a y s S u n d q u i s t .
r e l a t i v e , 8 - 11 R o b e r t "Statistics mean nothing
Pershing Wadlow, the to him; he just wants to
tallest man who ever

en us soundly a week

win. Like a lot of the

lived, Bryan,
players on this
who will also "Almost cut my hair; team, he'll do

i n
before, and coming back c o m p e t e
from being down big t r a c k i n t h e
against Whitworth," says s p r i n g , h a s
Wa d l o w.
provided the

it happened just
the other day.

It's gettin'

anything for
the team."
"1 want to

kinda long."

improve my
Both were solid Bruins
with
sportscaster opened the Wadlow proved that he is
game and have
—
Neil
Young
too
good
of
a
player
to
be
the
team
sports segment of the
games for Wadlow, who s o m e m u c h news with the phrase, known primarily for his scored in double figures n e e d e d s i z e i n
Jmprove as a
h
a
i
r
.
"
T
h
e
r
e
h
a
v
e
b
e
e
n
in
each
match.
Against
the middle.
"things got a little hairy at
whole,' says Wadlow.
Whitworth tonight."
two highlights of the sea Cascade, he scored 10
The West Albany "As a team, we're startThe accompany son so far: coming back p o i n t s , g r a b b e d 4 high school graduate ing_ to play together. If
ing footage was of a 6-4 and beating Cascade at r e b o u n d s , p l a y e d a earned the school's "Pat we continue doing that,
freshman basketball play home after they had beat- career-high 33 minutes. Emmons Memorial we'll be hard to stop."

Hiehlights

BRUIN BOX SCORES

*Katie Lacey's and Travis
Melvin's Honorable Mention foi

Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

12-1

4-8

NWC "Player of the Week" dur
ing the Dec. 27-Jan. 7 period.
♦Katie Lacey now has 1,309

11 / 2 1

Cascade

60-47

W

11 / 1 8

Wa r n e r P a c i fi c

86-76

W

career points, 4th on the Bruins'

11 / 2 7

Evergreen

54-35

W

11 / 2 5

Northwest

62-97

L

all-time scoring list.

12/01

P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n

59-58

w

11 / 2 8

Cascade

7 9 - 11 8

L

♦Becky Thompson now has 223

12/02

Lewis & Clark

75-66

w

12/01

Lewis & Clark

63-71

L

career assists, 5th on the all-time

12/05

Cascade

82-36

w

12/05

Cascade

94-88

W

12/09

Wa r n e r P a c i fi c

68-64

w

12/08

Westminster

75-83

L

♦Jordan Green totals 1,225

12/19

St. Mary's MD

79-43

w

12/09

Multnomah Bible 70-54

W

points for his career, moving

12/20

DePauw

64-58

w

12/16

P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n

80-85

L

12/29

Dordt

82-62

w

01/02

Pomona-Pitzer

74-75

L

12/30

Northwestern lA

58-64

L

01/05

Whitman

72-85

L

01/05

Whitman

60-51

W

01/06

Whitworth

75-73

W

at Whitworth was the biggest

01/06

Whitworth

78-74

W

01/12

L i n fi e l d

8 2 - 11 0

L

comeback on the road in team

01/12

L i n fi e l d

65-44

W

January 19. 2001

.

list.

him into 13th on the all-time
scoring list.

♦The mens' rally from 23 down
in the second half to a 75-73 win

history.
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Things that have never hap

pened in the SUPERBOWL
?here
* r i Z l l T.

Her teammate is Christ
Professional soccer player
her faith and how God has

game

helped heal her

1 ^ Super Bowl after being down

by more than 10 points

scored 60 points or more in a Super

No team has ever won a Super Bowlby 50 or more
points

*No team has ever won three consecutive Super Bowls

No team has appeared in five consecutive Super Bowls

^N
o team
as wobeen
n six aSugame
per Bo
ls ch either team was
There
hashnever
inw
whi
playing on its home field

other than January
No player has ever scored more than three touchdowns
"

up to, or even want to be

around. No joy, no hope,
no fun! If tliat was tlie kind

of God they followed and
that was how Christians

The most wonderful thing I

were supposed to act, I

have learned about Christ is that

thought, then I could do

this Christian stuff not oijly cre
ates and inspires a power within
and a passion for life, but this
Christian stuff is also personal,
alive and real. I was just about
knocked off my rocker when 1
first realized something so com

much better on my own.
Unfortunately, I still

pletely opposite to my past
impressions of God and his fol
lowers.

come across those stiff and

joyless church-goers of my
childhood. But, the sad
thing for them and the
good news for us is they
have totally missed the

point! Being a Christian is
not about rules, or acting a

You see, I thought of God in

certain way, reciting Bible

relation to the churches I had

verses, or knowing all the
hymns at Sunday service.
Being a

attended as a kid: hard, wooden

There has never been a Super Bowl played in a month

'

SPORTS

Michelle Akers discusses

*No
nia
Nop
a
l yerbeen
haspasspunt
edforreturn
400orfor
moaretouchdown
yards

receiving in a oame

PAGE 11

benches, stiff and boring preach
ers, and judgmental, prim and Christian is about knowing a liv
p r o p e r, l i f e l e s s f o l l o w e r s . ing and breathing God. Being a
Certainly not a God or a group of Christian means throwing your
people that I could relate Lto,
live head back, charging through.
uiirtesvoi:

over, and around the impossibili
ties of life and living each day to
its fullest in the knowledge and
confidence that God is with you.
www.iiiiclmtleakers.cuiii/

J^ind every NFL team in the word find below either forward or backwards:
Miami

Te n n e s s e e

Atlanta

New England
Green Bay

San Francisco Oakland

Denver

New Orleans

Kansas City

N e w Yo r k P h i l a d e l p h i a
C h i c a g o Ta m p a B a y

Dallas

Washington

Arizona

Seattle

St. Louis

Carolina

Indianapolis New York
Pittsburgh Jacksonville

Buffalo

Cleveland

San Diego

Baltimore

Detroit
Minnesota

Cincinatti

.

*77?e first person to turn in a completed word find to The Crescent, SUB Box E, will receive a gift certificate for a smoothie in the Bruin Den.

COWBOYSHRGNWIURYCGNOHJGYGYYUYERBUYCGBEYUBGCUYGRYGYNYUO
BHBHUYLUYRUVCARDNIALSIUWAHNEIYCGWAUYEFFALCONSGBUGCUYGRU

SNIHPLODYUGBUYRGUYEBUCKENEERSJGERGVNUYERGCUYGEURYGNOYGW

QWERPOIUALKJSDHFCOLTSIYWEGRNUYRUIYFBGNYUGYGUBNRYNNISNOIL
KAJLKJHSADFGIOUYTYJMGVLIUGHRBNCSAINTSOPIUKJHGCFGHGFSAAWRN
NCIRUEHNCIUGRIJEISSJHFGNHRGNYZQOIRUIMBVCWQROIUHJSMARTBXUI
lUNCRIICNRISLLIBYUGIUFRNCYRNCYSREHINAFYUGBRUYGEUSIOIRIAPBI

OEHRCBUEYUUUECUYURYVSGNIKIVMZNBVMZBJHGVJDBYCUYREYGRYGUU
MNBVZXCVLKJHPOIQWERIUYTGFDSASDFGHFDCFHJGMNBCVBXCZOSELGAE

MNBZXCVLKJOSJRUGBXKDBSMSKSNWJEBFBFKFKFJNRBEWIURREDSKINS

ZNQIUWENIURNGAAINGYRNOIUNGCSNATITZMNBVMNBJAKJUEIOBGIANTS
MNBVHJGBYERUNCYUOELKAJSFHGYURTOWWQUEIRTYHJZKCHARGERSUYP
iuernmcyguepswjdifyrhficnsosmchfydbndskwahaesyrycifosjwi
sfeihccjdjhehravensuigbicguyrncguyergicuyvwinvcciemvurhni
RVrYUWEBCBRONCOSCNGUEYRGBNCUYGERUYCVNYREGRUBYREUYGUERY
vmtfruniunviuretyiuvniunamcvoocoerraiderscjhewncyeguygun
iVHRfERUYUGUYSRAUGAJURNCVIUREIMNICUOMUHRSNWORBCNRGUBREI
QrT
i RYERBORBVNBUISLENGNABPACKERSJBIUCBEIUFIUVURIGUEURIUEHW

riubgiuerbuveibfortyninersnmbvhjbdhrbibeiubrguieurgburp
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CALENDAR & NEWS

January 2001
Sunday

monday

Tuesday

1

Wednesday

Thursday

4

2

3

9

10

friday

Saturday

5

6

12

13

New Year's Day

7

8
Classes resume

Art Exhibit

Opening:
"The Artists Among
Us", 4 p.m., Lindgren
Gallery

Chapel: President
David Brandt

Chapel: Brad Lau

15

14

Martin Luther

King, Jr. Day NO CLASSES
The

Fu

22

21

18

16

17

RA Applications

Chapel: Carolivia

Peace Supper, 6

University of
Puget Sound, 6 p.m.

due

Herron, co-author

p.m., Cap &

University of Puget

of "Nappy Hair"

gitive Artist's F

Gown Room

23

26

25

24

Students in Recital,

Pacific, 7:30 p.m.

4:15 p.m., Bauman
Auditorium

— Spri ng Theological Confe • e n c e

29

Sound, 8 p.m.

University, 6 p.m.
M B : P a c i fi c

University, 8 p.m.

e s t i v a l

MB: Warner

28

MB: vs.

20 «.

30

—

WB: vs. Whitworth

College, 6 p.m.
MB: vs. Whitworth

College. 8 p.m.

Sports Hall of

j Fame
Banquet,
4 p.m., Klages
Job Hunter's

Workshop, All Day
WB; vs. Whitman

College, 6 p.m.
MB: vs. Whitman

College, 8 p.m.

31

Chapel: Daryl

Chapel: Student
Chaplain Amy
Chapman

Dixon

RA: work challenging, blessings great
class for two hours a week during
the first semester, meeting with
other staff members, planning
floor events and letting students
into their rooms when they've

continued from page 1
know your residents as people."
says Hamilton. "You need to let
them know you respect them.
That makes the wliole authority

locked themselves out.

They are also required
to do two hours of "duty" time

Hgure thing a little easier."
"I want to be a friend

each week (in which the R.A.

first to the girls on my floor so
that there will hopefully be

spends time in his/ her lobby as

enough respect that discipline
issues rarely come up," adds

help to students

Hazard.

need).

an available source of
with

a

required of them.
"To be willing to give it
ALL. to change and adapt and to
be in need of strength at all times
isn't what I expected." says

ing. During the next few weeks,
we covet the prayers of those
who are applying for the posi
tions. as well as the prayers of
those on campus in general," she
adds.

Last year, over 140 peo
u

ple applied for the 53
positions, and the
number of appli

work, but the

The three R.A.'s have

also been suq^riscd at the amount
of work their position has

process and rely heavily on the
Lord for his leading and guid
ance," says Durham.
"Residence Life posi
tions are challenging and reward

respons i b I e
f

o

r

keepi n g
s t u

d e n t s

this far outweigh the notso-fun things."

within

"My freshman year, it
didn't seem like my R.A. did very
much." says Hazard. "But when

G e o r g e
o

grows

work, but the
rewards

of

being in a lead
ership position
like this far out

x

Shanna Hazard

weigh the not-sofun things you have
to deal with," said

o u r fl o o r. "

R.A.'s generally put in
an average of ten to twelve hours

be Resident Assistants based on a

work and dedication to leader

series of group interviews, indi
vidual interviews, a full written

ship and their committment to
their job.
"I will carry with me the
love the girls on my floor have

work she continuously put into

a week involved in Resident Life
dulie.s.

Students are chosen to

Some basic jobs of an
R.A. include: learning school

application, three reference

policies and ways of dealing with
discipline, attending an R.A.

"We put a lot of thought
and prayer into the selection

JanumyTF'^nOT

To n i g h t

"It's a lot of

University
Willcuts
guidelines and
following through
with various procedures.

I became one. I realized all the

Dance

annually.

leadership position like

Meidal.

F

cants

rewards of being in a

Eighties

forms, and teamwork evaluation.

Tw o

Hazard.

R.A.'s have a tough
road to run, but the campus and
s t u d e n t s b e n e fi t f r o m t h e i r h a r d

shown me forever," says
Hamilton.

Hit the dance floor
at 9:30 in the commons.
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